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Ch
hanging paartnerrs in the
t cosmos
Planeets in the earrly solar systtem did a tagg dance, sayss S.Ananthannaryanan.
This week’s Natture reports that one of the difficultt things abouut the moonns of Neptunne
gets explained
e
wiith this kind of satellite formation.
f
Nepttune’s moon
ns
Thirteen moons of
o Neptune have
h
been diiscovered soo far. Some of
o the moons are so closse
to the planet thaat they cannnot be madee out in teleescopes and three of thhis kind werre
discoovered by th
he spacecraft Voyager 2 only in 1989. And yet anotheer three werre
discoovered as reccently as 20002!
The most
m interestting of the thhirteen moons is perhapps Triton, thee seventh mooon, which is
i
the laargest and peculiarly gooing round Neptune
N
in thhe direction opposite to the directioon
of Neeptune’s spin
n. And as a large and massive
m
bodyy, it is one of
o the only thhree satellitees
in thee solar systeem that havee their own atmospheree. (the other two are Juppier’s IO annd
Saurnn’s Titan). Triton,
T
in facct, is 40% more
m
massivve than Plutoo, which is a full-fledgeed
planeet.
So what’s the mystery?
The theory
t
of ho
ow the solarr system cam
me about is that
t
when thhe sun was forming, in a
proceess of a gas cloud collappsing into itsself by graviity, the slow
w turning of the cloud leed
to fasster and fasteer rotation as the cloud got
g smaller - rather like a spinning ballerina
b
turnns
arounnd faster wheen she drawss her outstreetched arms inwards.
i

And in this twiirling and collapsing
c
o
of
matteer, some paarts formed into separatte
bodiees, by their own gravityy, even beforre
they reached thee centre – and
a thanks to
t
t
their motion, thhey stayed in orbit, to
become the plaanets. The whole thinng
mustt have been quite
q
violentt and not verry
symm
metrical andd the massivve bodies alsso
ended up with rotation annd precessioon
a
and all kinds off complicateed motion as
they went aroundd the sun.

An extension of the same process could then explain how the moons of the planets were
formed and this is the theory that is accepted for much of the solar system. Some
similarity of the mineral content of planets and moons, the existence of asteroids and
comets, and the Kuiper belt, a ring of particles that did not collect into a planet, but go
around the sun in orbits outside Neptune’s, support this way of thinking.
But the trouble with the orbit of Neptune’s Triton is that its motion is in the opposite
sense of the rotation of Neptune itself. When a cloud of matter spins around as it
collapses, it is not possible to have ‘two-way traffic’, with some matter flying one way
and some the other. There would be collisions and friction and very soon, all the matter
would share the same sense of motion.
Retrograde moons
The theory for these ‘opposite sense’ moons (or planets) is then that they did not form
during the collapsing of the system but that they were external bodies passing by, which
were ‘captured’ by gravity. Given a small enough object, it is conceivable that it may
stray into the gravity of a larger object and get ‘trapped’. This, in fact, is the theory for
our own moon, and the moons of Mars. But the problem with Neptune’s Triton is that
the Triton is far too massive for this theory. Working out the mathematics of how such an
object could be wandering about the solar system, maybe in a trajectory of many light
years, and attracted by the sun, but got trapped in a near circular orbit throws up myriad
problems.
Another theory is that Triton may have collided with one of Neptune’s existing moons
and smashed it to small pieces. Triton then lost so much momentum that it slowed
enough to fall into an orbit around the planet. The problem with this theory is again
Triton’s mass, which comes in the way of working things out.
The Nature report
Craig Agnor, from California and Alessandro Morbidelli, from Nice, France report that
they have found a way out - the mathematics works nicely if Triton is taken to have been
a member of a pair of bodies, in orbit around each other, like a spinning dumbbell, that
strayed near Neptune. Such pairs, called binaries, are quite common in the cosmos – in
fact the planet Pluto is actually one of a pair, the other member being Charon, an object
of almost the same mass.

Norrmally, whenn an object approaches a
largge planet, it is
i moving soo fast when it
getss close enouugh that it just whizzees
pastt, and goes far
f into spacce. But wheen
the object is a spinninng pair, thhe
backkward spin of one member
m
maay
com
mpensate its speed of mootion and thhe
objeect may bee slow enoough to geet
capttured. The other
o
object, moving thhe
otheer way, wouuld speed strraight on annd
the first
f
member could chan
nge partnerss!

“We conclude th
hat Triton waas once a meember of a binary
b
and was
w capturedd as it made a
o Neptune”, the writers say.
s
closee approach to

